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Name :

Shades of Meaning

Rewrite each of the sentences, by replacing the underlined word with a

stronger word meaning the same. 

Tina the painting.saw

tiredAfter hours of work, Jacob was .

Charlotte traveling by the train.dislikes

The dessert we had today was .tasty

 uentlyKevin can speak Chinese .

Tina the painting.

After hours of work, Jacob was .

Charlotte traveling by the train.

The dessert we had today was .

Kevin can speak Chinese .

Example: Mrs. Susan is a very teacher.helpful

Mrs. Susan is a very teacher.supportive

Although both “helpful” and “supportive” have similar meanings, the amount and

range of help we receive from a “supportive” teacher is much bigger.
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Name : Answer key

Shades of Meaning

Rewrite each of the sentences, by replacing the underlined word with a

stronger word meaning the same. 

Tina the painting.saw

tiredAfter hours of work, Jacob was .

Charlotte traveling by the train.dislikes

The dessert we had today was .tasty

!uentlyKevin can speak Chinese .

looked atTina the painting.

After hours of work, Jacob was exhausted .

Charlotte traveling by the train.detests

The dessert we had today was .delicious

pro"cientlyKevin can speak Chinese .

Example: Mrs. Susan is a very teacher.helpful

Mrs. Susan is a very teacher.supportive

Although both “helpful” and “supportive” have similar meanings, the amount and

range of help we receive from a “supportive” teacher is much bigger.
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